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collection of curious rejections
and excuses, Tosser indicated that
he would do the job, but that he
could not guarantee when it
would be completed.  I carefully
explained  that that was OK as
long as it was sometime before
our publishing deadline of
Tuesday night.   Hashers pray for
our beloved Tosser! Something
dreadful must have happened,
because he missed the publishing
deadline, and you are therefore
receiving drivel from me instead
of the meticulously crafted prose
which he certainly would have
provided.

The weather was absolutely
glorious, as the pack assembled,
with multiple vehicles of the soft-
top and shades set cruising into
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the parking lane to finally be
triumphantly trumped by Captain
Webb in his gigantic money-blue
Bentley convertible with butter-
soft cream-coloured leather
upholstery.

Our Hash Horn started testing a
new mouthpiece with great good
effect, but then worried whether he
should actually use it on the trail
because it apparently had no safety
chain,  and therefore might get lost.
In the event, he must have
overcome his doubts because the
blowing on trail seemed better than
usual!

The pack set out at precisely
11:00 GPS satellite time, not the
usual 15 seconds early (the GM
was absent) .  There were many

comments and minor grumbling ,
that this was a Bounder trail, and
surely would be screwed up, too
long, poorly marked etc. , but it
surely started off well, getting us
off of the tarmac relatively
quickly  on a well-marked trail.
The trail continued through gently
rolling countryside, over an
abundance of stiles and through
gates.  Hashers then started
saying things like “this isn’t a bad
trail”  and “ I don’t remember
hashing here before”, only to
receive harsh comments from
colleagues, like “its not over
yet—this is a Frank the Bounder
trail, just wait”.

Checks were interesting, mostly
back checks, so that one subtle
forward check confounded the
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What a position to be stuck
into—Follow up scribe  after last
week’s superb, subtle, succinct
artistic commentary  by Soozie.
These mere words from your
junior assistant flunky on-sec
pressed into service  because of
let-down by a certain tosser
named T****r, certainly will
seem a poor effort by
comparison.

A word of explanation about
the above mild, possibly
undeserved,  defamation of
character...  Arriving at the venue,
I immediately changed into my
shiggy-shoes and scurried about
attempting to recruit a literate
scribe to report on the day’s
event.  After  receiving the usual

pack for  a surprisingly long time.
In the end, all agreed that this

was certainly not a typical,
representative Bounder hash, but
rether, a rather good one,
incorporating sufficient flour
markings, interesting countryside,
a bit of shiggy, an abundance of
stiles and gates, minimal
steepness,  some interesting
checks, and an only  mildly-irate
horse-owner.  In addition, the
pack finished almost together,
with no stragglers, except
Popeye, whose presence was
evident to most only by his
anchor marks on the trail, as he
apparently completed the course
several times to our once.

 The “surprising goodness” of
the trail was proclaimed in the

circle by our esteemed JM Clutching
Hand. as he exercized great control
over the unruly mob by his
authoritative and charismatic
presence while he explained several
times that he was only going to say
things once.

The circle sinners included the
JM’s friend from Madrid who
complained that airline restrictions
prevented him bringing his running
weights along!?  It proceeded in an
efficient manner, so that we all could
quickly adjourn to the Dukes Head,
where the SH3 Dregs convened for
far too long —as usual.

Hans der Schwanz
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his banking past in the
shadow of the MPs
misdoings. A hop, skip and a
jump down the road and a hard
right onto the green stuff,
progressing towards
Coldharbour with the smart
money on a left hander. A
swing to the north equally
convinced Mrs. G that it was a
right hander and off she
headed to the security of the
A24.

Of styles, there were many, a
veritable orgasmic plethora of
them in fact. There were styles
that went up and there were
stiles that went down. There
were stiles with style and
styles without stile, with 2-
steps and 1-step, rickety and
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solid, high and low. More
altitude was involved in
surmounting the stiles than in
gasping our way up Anstiebury
which is what we did. The fact
that Gibber had the audacity to
open an adjacent gate and walk
through it instead of
surmounting the associated
stile so incensed the Hash Horn
as to cause him to utter
deprecations at the unfortunate
miscreant.

And talking of the horn, what
clarion notes we now enjoy
since Tequilover has acquired
his new mouthpiece. An old
crone, obviously the wife of a
retired MP newly come to rural
life, advised me, as I passed her
modest 15 bedroom cottage,

that there was shouting and
noise emanating from down
the hill. It would seem, then,
that not only did we have this
reborn horn to urge us on but
also hashers willing to call out
and share their progress with
others. Put that with a warm,
sunny summer day and
pleasant country and things
were actually coming together.

So, up we went and then,
with due regard for the health
warning that things that go up
must come down, down we
went. A touch of roadwork
and on to a check that some
rotten cad had marked through
in four ways. All’s fair in love
and hashing they say, and
there is no depth to the
shallowness of some people’s
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Frankly, not a bad run. One
might almost say ‘Stilish’. Lots
of flour, clearly marked On’s
with neat triple blobs to leave
the front runners in no doubt
that they were indeed the
smartest of the bunch. But,
let’s start at the beginning.

The Boundah thoughtfully
chose a parking area adjacent
to a bottle bank so that all
those who needed to could
quietly dispose of their empty
gin and Pinot Grigio bottles
without the neighbours
noticing. Those who weren’t
bothered, simply parked next
to the road. In the absence of
the GM, the On On was called
lustily by the JM, Clutching
Hand, now largely forgiven for

humour. But front runner
Stilton knew instinctively that
this really meant the solution
could only be one of four
ways, a conclusion
emphasised by the
observation that there were
only four options. By the time
he had sorted that out and
identified the right path, the
pack was baying at his heels.
Progress forward, over the
railway line without loss and
into the village for a final spurt
along tarmac to the bucket. All
achieved in an hour and ten!
Bound ah be a first!

Clutching Hand gave due
welcome to the visitors, Tight
Lips from Madrid, Napoleon
(welcomed?????) and the ever
radiant Lynn (Hash Name?)

before raising an accolade for the
hare. The Boundah took the
praise with due modesty and the
Pack breathed a collective sigh of
relief at a danger endured and
passed without incident.

The RA, a regular attendee
despite his position, then handed
out the awards for excellence, H
der S for being a lemming, Jenny
DoYou for admitting to a level of
density, Soozie for having her
pants down (and what gentleman
ever looked at a lady in such
condition?) and Hairy Buns for
looking like a camel jockey.

And there you have it. Another
Sunday blown.

Tosser
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1785 28-Jun Ard On
Provocateur

Ashtead

1786 05-July Tequil &
Chunderos

1787 12-July Invisible Man Epsom

1788 19-July Stilton & Glow
Worm

1789 26-July Arras - re-run
French Revolution

Run 1784

Date 21-June

Hare Doug the Tub & Mrs
Robinson

Venue Ranmore

On-On The Pilgrim, Dorking

OS/SSA  TQ124505 /  old 117 1M

Postcode RH5 6SY

Scribe

Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

From A246 at Effingham crossroads turn south into
Beech Avenue. After 2 miles turn left at crossroads into
Ranmore Common Road. After 0.7 miles take 2nd left
into Stonyrock Lane. Car park on left.

ON ON ON On On on on on onon on . . . . . . .
27-Jun Simon’s 50th!  RSVP simon50.rowlett@ntlworld.com Or
01483 560454 Friends Provident Sports Club, Dorking

05-July  Independence day at Bugles’s and Schwanz’ place.
11-July  (Sat.) HASH CAMRA at "The Boathouse", Wallingford,
OX10 0BJ, Oxon.  OS = SU610894. Berkshire H3 invite all local
hashers to a late afternoon run and get together afterwards in
the Boathouse.  Be there for 4:30 pm.  Runs will commence at
5pm sharp !  Carriages at 12pm. Pig Roast £2.  Reserve with Gib-
ber Gurney.

18-July The summer beer festival in Oxfordshire

25-26 July  RUN 1789 - French Revolution event near Ypres.
06-Sep Family picnic hash: everyone to bring own food

Sept  10-12 Weekend biking hash event in Sherwood Forest.
Food,  drink, T-shirts, £75.  Bunks available £10. Info and Rego
form at www.nashbash2010.co.uk

3-Oct Surrey H3 Vineyard  weekend on the Isle of Wight .
2-3 July2010 Sarawak Rainforest Interhash Price increase
on July 1, 2009 from MYR 800 to MYR 900.

Run 1789 French Revolution Event Info
Coach 9 am from Bookham Station. Reach Ypres about 12.30
Euro time; bring a picnic lunch. Battlefield tour. Arras in the
evening, Aux Grandes Arcades. Dinner there.  Hash 11 am, Vimy
Ridge. Lunch nearby. Dinner, bed and breakfast 50 euros per
person. Return to Bookham about 6 pm English time. Coach

After-Hash Independence Day (4th of July) BBQ
at 31 Heathside Road, Woking GU227EY.  Beer provided, bring
wine.  Please notify Bonn Bugle if you will bring a salad,
dessert, nibbles, etc.     joavey@iname.com  01483 723 746

You can lead a horticulture but you cannot make her think.

- Dorothy Parker

It is great to be a blonde.  With low expectations it's very easy to surprise
people. - Pamela Anderson

Health is merely the slowest possible rate at which one can die.

- Anonymous


